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Salient Features of 3 ph EMU 

 

 

 

SL.NO DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

1.  Traction motors 3 phase Induction Motors 

2.  Traction motor output 268 KW. 

3.  Traction motor voltage max. 1171 V. 

4.  Traction motor Current max. 175 A  Cont. 

5.  DC Link voltage 1800 V DC 

6.  Transformer Secondary output voltage 855 V 

7.  Transformer Secondary output Current 630 A  Cont. 

8.  Transformer Primary power  1299 KW  Cont. 

9.  Transformer Secondary output Current 621 KW  Cont. 

10.  Auxiliary Power 60 KW 

11.  Technology IGBT Traction & Aux. converter 

12.  Max coaches 18 cars 

13.  Max Service speed 110 kmph (Test speed 120 km/h) 
14.  Acceleration at designed weight 0 to 40 kmph 0.54 m/s2 

15.  Deceleration at designed weight 100 to 50 
kmph 

0.76 m/s2 

16.  Deceleration at designed weight 50 to 0 kmph 0.84 m/s2 

17.  Cut off min OHE voltage 16 KV 

18.  Cut off max OHE Voltage 30 KV 

19.  Variation in supply frequency  50 ± 8% (46 HZ to 54 HZ) 

20.  Starting TE upto 0-33.6 kmph (12Car) 536.8 KN 

21.  Maximum Braking Force  773 KN 

22.  Regenerative Braking Effort 510 KN 

23.  Gear Ratio 23:103 

24.  Battery 120 AH/11O V/18Amps 

25.  FAN in coaches 110 V AC 

26.  Normal Light in coaches 110 V AC 

27.  Emergency Light in coaches 110 V DC 

28.  Holding brake and rollback control Available  

29.  Cruise Control (Constant speed operation) Available  

30.  Main Air Compressor scheduling control Available  

31.  AWS interface Available  

32.  Event recording Available  

33.  EMU Remote Monitoring System Available  

34.  TCMS(Train control &Management system) Available  

35.  Wheel slip and slide control Available  

36.  Load weighing measurement for  coach Available  
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System Overview 
One basic unit of 3-car unit, is the building block for EMU rake formation. Each basic unit consists 

of one Motor Coach (MC) in the middle and two Trailer coaches (TC) at the ends. When the basic 

unit is connected at the end of the formation rake, one Trailer coach is replaced with Driving Trailer 

Coach (DTC). Three to six such basic units can be coupled together to form EMU rakes of 9, 12, 15 

or 18 cars. 

 
 

 

Driving Trailer Coach (DTC)  

 DTC is a trailer coach with a Driving cab at one end. Two DTC is available in a formation. 

 The Driving cab is furnished with a pre-fabricated Driving Desk.  

 All driving operations are possible from this Desk, and feedback from all computer system 

in all the coaches / basic units is available for viewing by the MM on the Driving Desk.  

 Central control unit CCU aggregates all the information from all coaches. 

 Driver Display screen is provided for showing this information to the MM.  

 Further an indication lamp panel is provided for important driving related information for 

easy viewing by the driver. Various gauges are also provided for MM viewing.  

 The MM will also be able to control the Passenger Information System from the Driving 

Desk.  

 The Passenger saloon area will be similar to Trailer Coach except for the space occupied by 

Driving Cab. 

 Under slung Main air compressor (MAC) and Battery box is provided in DTC 

 NDTC is like DTC except driving cab and associated computers. 

 

Motor Coach (MC)  

 MC is a powered vehicle with one Traction Motor driving each axle.  

 The Motor Coach consists of a Shunting desk, High Tension (HT) Compartment (for 

propulsion equipment) and Passenger saloon area.  

 The shunting desk is a reduced version of regular Driving cab in DTC and does not include 

all information from other basic units or an LCD Display screen for visualization.  
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 The HT compartment consists of Traction Converter, Auxiliary Converter, Electrical 

Cabinet and other ancillary equipment.  

 On the roof of the HT compartment, there is a pantograph, Vacuum Circuit Breaker and 

other ancillary equipment. Traction Transformer is under-slung mounted on the Motor 

Coach.  

 The Passenger saloon area will be similar to Trailer Coach except for the space occupied by 

Shunting Cab and HT compartment. 

 

 

 There is one Traction Converter Cubicle (Line and Traction Converter - LTC) per MC.  

 Each Traction Converter Cubicle consists of two Line Converters, DC Link and two 

Traction Inverters.  

 The Line Converter connected with Transformer Secondary Traction windings on one side 

and DC Link on the other side.  

 The Line Converter consists of single-phase bridge rectifier with IGBTs as active switching 

devices.  

 The DC Link consists of 100Hz Resonant filter, Earth leakage detection circuit, DC Link 

capacitor bank and Brake Chopper Circuit (for over voltage protection).  

 The Traction Inverter consists of a 3-phase full bridge inverter with IGBTs as active 

switching devices.  

 The Traction Converters come with their own Traction Computers, which control and 

protect the Converters.  

 Line and Traction Control Unit (LTCU) will control both the Line Converters and Traction 

Inverters and will communicate with the Main Control Unit (MCU)  

 One Auxiliary Converter is provided in each Motor Coach. This Auxiliary Converter 

derives its input power from DC Link of Line and Traction Converter and generates three 

output supplies namely: (1) 415V, 3phase (2) 110V, 1phase (3) 110V DC (including battery 

charger output). 

 

Trailer Coach (TC)  

TC is a non-powered vehicle with only a Passenger saloon area. The Passenger saloon area 

will have lights, fans, emergency lights, Air Handling Unit (for ventilation) and Passenger 

Information System consisting of LED displays, and speakers (for announcements). 

 TCMS: (Train Control and Management System) 

Train Control and Management System functionality has been met using distributed control 

architecture. Various computers are used to accomplish different functions and these computers are 

connected using MVB / WTB / CAN communication. 

1. Central Control Computer (CCU) – Responsible for overall train level functions 

2. Main Control Unit (MCU) – Responsible for propulsion, braking and Motor Coach level 
functions including passenger comfort 

3. Brake Control Unit (BCU) – Acts as backup unit to MCU for only brake control function 
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4. Frequency Generator Unit (FGU) – Transmits Master control command through hard-wired 
train line wires (backup mode for redundancy) 

5. Passenger Comfort Unit (PCU) – Responsible for Passenger Comfort functions. 

6. Auxiliary Converter Unit (ACU) – Not part of TCMS. Control Unit for Auxiliary Converter 

7. Line Converter Computer (LIC) and Traction Inverter Computer – Not part of TCMS. Part 
of Line and Traction Control Unit and responsible for Motoring and electrical Braking. 

 

CCU works as control master for all control system of train.  

Mainly it performs following functions: 

1. Control stand integration - It reads all MM commands, performs control calculation and 

send command to other control system for final action 

2. Pantograph and VCB control - Based on MM command from driving desk, CCU issues 

Pantographs Up/Down and VCB ON/OFF command 

3. TE/BE set point calculation and distribution based on MM command and TE/BE availability 

of different basic unit 

4. Holding brake and rollback control 

5. Cruise Control 

6. Neutral Section 

7. Basic unit Isolation 

8. Bogie Isolation. 

9. Main Air Compressor scheduling control 

10. Various rake level Offline test modes 

11. DDU communication for centralized MM information 

12. Command  for  passenger's  comfort  related  load  and  changeover contactor control 

command in case of ACU failure of any basic unit 

13. AWS interface 

14. Event recording 

15. EMU Remote Monitoring System 

16. TCN communication. 

  

MCU 

1. MCU is used as control master for each basic unit in EMU formation. MCU performs all 
control related calculations on the basis of data received from CCU and data read through 
digital and analog inputs for that particular basic unit. 

2. All the control related calculation for each basic units are done by MCU and it is 
communicated to other control systems such as TIC and LIC through dual redundant 
communication for final action.  

3. It also executes event recording, fault recording and status recording for that particular basic 
unit.  

4. MCU is used as redundancy to BCU for EP brake control in each basic unit. This is 
available in MC coach of each basic unit.  
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5. Usually, MCU is responsible for EP brake control. BCU takes over control function only 
when MCU is not healthy or unable to do braking function. 

  
MCU Functions and Features 

 
1. MCU works as control master for particular basic unit.  It works on the command received 

from CCU through WTB and/or hard wired train lines.  Mainly it performs following 
functions: 

2. Shunting desk integration - It is interfaced with shunting desk for performing various 

functions in shunting mode of operation. 

3. Communication with traction converter and Line converters - It has dual redundant 

communication with Traction and Line converters computer for various status and control 

command exchange. 

4. Auxiliary converter interface - It  is  interfaced with ACU through dual redundant MVB for 

various status and control command exchange. 

5. TE/BE calculation for that particular basic unit as per command received form CCU. 

6. Brake blending 

7. Reference speed measurement 
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MCU Functions and Features 

1. EP brake control 

2. Holding brake control 

3. Rollback detection 

4. Pantograph & VCB control 

5. Wheel slip and slide control 

6. Load weighing measurement for MC coach 

7. Various basic unit level offline test modes 

8. Powered wheel diameter calibration 

9. Event recording for that particular basic unit. 

Passenger Comfort Unit (PCU) 

1. PCU system is responsible for controlling all passenger comfort related functions in the 

EMU rake mainly, coach lighting, fans and coach ventilation.  

2. In addition to this, PCU also controls change-over contactors of  Auxiliary Power Supply 

(coach to coach change-over  contactors used when one Auxiliary Converter fails),  Main  

compressor and  parking  brake  as  per  the commands received from CCU through WTB 

and MVB.  

3. PCU is located in every coach and responsible for passenger related load control of that 

coach. 

PCU Functions and Features 

1. Parking brake control in DTC/NDTC 

2. Main Air compressor Control in DTC/NDTC 

3. Roof ventilation control. 50%,100% command from MCU 

4. Change-over contactor control for 110 V AC & 415 V AC during adjacent basic unit 

failure 

5. Passenger Light & fan control, passenger alarm control 

6. Load weighing measurement for trailer coaches, air spring monitoring. 

7. Communication with MCU through dual redundant MVB for status update 
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1   Pantograph 

2   Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB) 

3   Surge arrester 

4   Transformer 

5   Converter Contactor 

6   Pre-charging Contactor 

7   Pre-charging Resistor 

8   Line Converters (2 per Traction converter) 

9   DC Link Capacitor  

10 Brake chopper resistor 

11 Brake chopper IGBT with Freewheeling Diode 

12 Voltage Indicator lamp 

13 Earth fault detection resistors 

14 Earth fault Detection Voltage Sensor 

15 Motor Drive Converter (2 per Traction Converter)  

16Traction Motors 

17 120 kVA Auxiliary Converter 

18 HV Earthing switch 

 

 

Auxiliary Converter 

1. On-board system in EMU all coaches are proposed to work on three different voltages for 

Cooling blowers, Compressors, Ventilation blowers, coach lights, coach Fans, Battery charging, 

Control supply for ACU, LTC, TCMS, PIS, relays etc... 

2. One converter is needed to generate 3 different types of voltages to serve these loads. Those are  

 415V AC, 3phase, 50Hz   

 110V AC, 1phase, 50Hz  

 110V DC. 
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Load on Three Phase 415 V/ 50 HZ 

1. Transformer Oil Pump - 1 no (2 HP )  

2. Transformer Radiator Blowers 4 nos (0.75 HP)  

3. Main Air Compressor 1 no (6.8kW)  

4. Coach Ventilation in all three coaches (Air Handling Unit) 12 nos (6.8kW)  

5. Traction converter  Blowers 2 nos (1.32KW)  

6. Auxiliary converter Blowers 1 no (1.75KW) 

 

Load on 110V AC, 1phase, 50Hz: 

1. Lights in Passenger saloon area 

2. Fans in Passenger saloon area 

 

Load on 110V DC  

 

1. Battery Charging 
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2. Emergency lights and MM Cabin Fans 

3. Aux head lights, Tail light  

4. Twin Beam Head Light 

5. Auxiliary Compressor 

6. Control equipment in 

a. Traction Converter 

b. Auxiliary Converter, 

c. Train Management System, 

d. Brake Control Unit, 

e. Passenger Information System, 

f. Driving Desk etc. 

 

ACU AC-DC Converter Module 

1. This module consists of three phase bridge rectifier and Buck converter. 

2. Three Phase Bridge Rectifier converts the 3 phase 110V AC to DC.  

3. Rectified DC Voltage is fed to Buck Converter. Output voltage of the Buck converter is 

124V nominal and it varies from 118V DC to 130V DC in overall operation of converter as 

per DC load current sharing requirement. 

4. The output of Buck converter is fed to BN (Battery Normal) loads, BD (Battery Direct) 

loads as well as Battery Charger. 

5. BD output is directly connected to BD terminals through fuse. 

6. BN output is connected to BN terminals through BN contactor and fuses.  

7. Battery charger gives a constant Voltage and Current limit as per battery charging 

requirement.  

8. Battery is charging with 18A, 112V DC. 

9. There is an independent control computer for each auxiliary converter. Control computer is 

mounted within the ACU cubicle. 

Protections are provided in Auxiliary Converter: 

1. Input over voltage / under voltage:  

2. Input over Current:  

3. Over load protection for 415V ac, 110V ac and 110V dc:  

4. 415V ac 3ph output phase imbalance fault protection:  

5. Output Single phasing fault protection at 415V ac 3-ph side:  

6. Output Short circuit fault protection (415Vac, 110Vac and 110Vdc):  

7. Over temperature protection:  

8. Output Over and Under voltage protection (3ph side, 1ph side & DC side):  

9. Earth fault protection:  

10. Fuse Protection at 110Vdc and Battery charger output:  

 

 Each basic unit has one auxiliary converter of 120KVA rating to maintain 100% availability 
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of supply for auxiliary loads even when auxiliary converter of adjacent basic unit has failed 

in a 12 car EMU train. 

 DC outputs of all the converters of the full rake are connected to a common DC Power bus 

(called BN bus), hence all converters are sharing the DC load current. 

 In case of failure of one converter in 12 car rake, remaining converters deliver the power to 

full train DC loads for 1phase and 3phase AC loads.  

 The Auxiliary Converters are designed in such a way that they can deliver the 3-Phase and 

1-Phase power for two basic units on continuous basis if any adjacent basic unit is not 

working.  

Redundancy in Propulsion and Auxiliary Supply 

The following concept is proposed for redundancy in EMU system. This is being illustrated for a 

12-car train rake, but same can be extrapolated to other configurations of 9-car, 15-car and 18 car 

rakes as required. Note that 100% Auxiliary Power in the table below refers to 100% of Auxiliary 

Power requirement for mandatory loads (lights, fans, compressor, ventilation, etc.) being met. 

 

Failure Action Remaining Capability 

1 Pantograph failed Open VCB. MC cut-out 75% of Traction Power 100% 

of Auxiliary Power 

1 VCB failed Lower pantograph. MC cut- out 75% of Traction Power 100% 

of Auxiliary Power 

1 Traction Transformer 

failed 

Open VCB, lower pantograph. MC 

cut-out 

75% of Traction Power 100% 

of Auxiliary Power 

1 Line converter in 

Traction Converter failed 

Shutdown IGBTs in concerned line 

converter only 

87.5% of Traction Power 

100% of Auxiliary Power 

1 Line converter in 

Traction Converter (short 

circuit) 

Shutdown Traction Converter,  VCB 

open. 

75% of Traction Power 100% 

of Auxiliary Power 

1 PWM Inverter in 

Traction Converter failed 

Shutdown IGBTs in concerned 

inverter 

87.5% of Traction Power 

100% of Auxiliary Power 

1 PWM converter in 

Traction Converter (short 

circuit) 

Shutdown Traction Converter, VCB 

open 

75% of Traction Power 100% 

of Auxiliary Power 

1 Traction Motor failed 
(over 
temperature, etc) 

Shutdown IGBTs in 
concerned inverter 

87.5% of Traction Power 
100% of Auxiliary Power 
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1 Auxiliary Converter 

failure 

Shutdown concerned Auxiliary 

Converter 

100% of Traction Power 

100% of Auxiliary Power 

 

 

 

 

3 PHASE CONTACTOR BETWEEN BASIC UNIT 

 

 

110 V AC CONTACTOR BETWEEN BASIC UNIT 
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BATTERY CIRCUIT 
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DDU 

 

 

ENERGISING OF THREE  PHASE EMU 

In all Motor Coaches a battery MCB provided under shunting desk which is normally in ON 

condition. Ensure this MCB is ON during initial energisation. 

In DTC 

1. In ECC panel turn Battery supply switch to ON position for 2 to 3 seconds 

2. DDU screen will be ready in few seconds. 

3. Insert DCS key in its slot and turn to ON position. 

4. Turn on ICS to open fully (BIV key) 

5. All pilot lamps will glow in MM and Guard panel for 5 seconds then extinguishes with alarm 

and signal bell sound.  

6. Ensure CAB occupancy icon in DDU display glowing with blue background 
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7. Auxiliary Air Compressor (AAC) working can be checked in DDU.  

8. All Pantograph icon shows ready for raising with white background in DDU 

9. Turn PANTO UP/DOWN switch towards UP briefly for 1 second. 

10. Pantograph raised indication in blue background shows in DDU and VCB shows in white 

background. 

11. As soon as Pantograph touching the contact wire the OHE voltage will show in DDU. 

12. Turn MC (VCB) switch to ON  position briefly for 1 seconds and observe VCB close icon 

13. MAC will work automatically and if all MAC is required press Start All MAC button. Now 

all four MAC will start till pressure reaches 7 kg/cm2. After that only three MAC will work 

as per schedule. 

14. LCM, ACM, TCMS, MAC icons are changed to Blue background colour  

15. Holding brake automatically applied  and BC pressure shows 0.8 kg/cm
2 

Minimum one 

Brake applied lamp glows. 

16. Parking brake also will be in applied condition. 

RESCUE DRIVE MODE    (RDM) 

• Whenever TCN lamp glows it indicates TCN failure.  

• If V max is available move MCH to traction. Train is working on of Special RDM mode. 

• If V max showing Zero force and train not moving, switch over to RDM mode as follows 

• Now all Motor Coaches can be controlled using Hard-wired Train line wires instead of 

Train Communication Network. 

• In this mode, train line wires can only command Motoring / Braking and same will be 

applied at prior configured TE/BE rates by individual Motor Coaches with overall speed 

restrictions of 60 KMPH. 

Working on RDM 

 Stop the Train 

 Bring master controller to 0 

 Bring Reverser selector switch to 0 

  Turn DCS key to 0 and move DCS key to RDM position. RDM lamp will glow. 
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 Now raise pantograph through Panto UP/DOWN switch if it is lowered. MIN-1 PANTO UP 

lamp will glow. 

 Close VCB through MC ON/OFF switch. MIN-1 MC ON lamp will glow.  

 Release parking brake with PB release push button  

 Work with signal bell 2 

 Work up to destination in RDM mode with 60  KMPH 

 During RDM DDU may not work. ENS, Cruise control will not work, DMH will act 

at stand still position also. 

ENTERING NEUTRAL SECTION 

 Ensure MR & BP are adequate 

 At 250 meter, press ENS button for 2-3 seconds 

  Now the ENS self illuminated button flashes until the VCB of 1
st
 MC trips, after that back 

light will glows steadily until all basic units passed the Neutral Section. 

 A message as “Neutral section activation is started”  with RED background will also 

appears in DDU screen 

 After passing neutral section, VCB will be closed automatically. 

 If any VCB is not closed and ENS lamp is extinguished, now give ON command  through 

MC on/off switch 

 Neutral section can pass after tripping VCB through MC ON/OFF switch at closing / 

opening board. 

Moving of train 

• Ensure BP is 5 kg/cm and MR 6-7 Kg/cm 

• Ensure cab occupation in DDU 

• Release Parking Brake. 

• Place reverser switch forward. 

• Twist MCH to horizontal position and move to traction side slowly.  

• Holding brake will release automatically and train start moving. 

• Running of train at lower speed to be adjusted through MCH. 
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• For constant speed, cruise control switch can be pressed when required speed is attained. 

• To cancel cruise control, bring MCH to 0. 

• MCH should hold in horizontal position when train is in moving condition. Otherwise Dead 

man will act if speed is 5 kmph or above. 

• During driving in reverse V max is only 15 KMPH 

Brake system concept 

Redundant brake control system is proposed for controlling the Electro-pneumatic brake of 

a basic unit.  

These systems are: 

• Main Control Unit (MCU) 

• Brake Control Unit (BCU) 

 Regenerative Brake Blending is achieved using the MCU.  

 While running the train, the MM is required to use master controller for brake 

application. 

 When braking is demanded from the master controller handle, the CCU reads this 

command from the master controller and calculates the reference Braking Effort 

required to meet the driver demand.  

 This calculated Reference Braking effort is communicated to MCU & BCU of Motor 

coach of each basic unit. MCU is responsible for Regenerative brake control & EP 

brake control. 

 In case of failure of MCU or failure in EP circuits of MCU, BCU takes over as EP 

brake master  

 Based on the reference Braking Effort received from CCU, MCU calculates the 

available Regenerative Braking effort at that point of time based on the speed of train 

and number of healthy traction motors.  

 If demanded Braking effort is more than available Regenerative Braking effort, then 

MCU first complements the remaining braking effort with EP brake of Trailer coaches 

i.e. TC & DTC / NDTC and then with EP brake of MC of that particular basic unit.  

 

Hence priority of EP brakes to achieve optimal brake blending is: 

 

 1st priority given to Regenerative Brake from Traction Converter 

 2nd priority given to EP Brakes of Trailer Coaches and Non Driving Trailer Coaches 

 3rd priority given to EP Brakes of Motor Coach. 

 

MCU will command the Traction Converter to provide the required Braking Effort using 

Regenerative Braking.  

 

Stopping of train 

• Bring throttle to 0 
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• Then move MCH to braking side. 

• Now dynamic brake will work with first priority and EP brake will apply if dynamic brake 

is insufficient. 

• If demanded brake effort is available through DB, EP brake may not apply.  

• Move MCH further to dynamic brake side to increase brake effort. 

• If any emergency move MCH to EB position. 

• If any failure of EP brake experienced apply auto brake using brake controller. 

• Min-1 brake applied lamp will glow. 

• When train come to a stop holding brake come into service and BC pressure will show 0.8 

kg/cm. 

Function of important switches 

Basic unit isolation switch- If any basic unit is required to isolate put this switch in ISO 

position. VCB will trip and Pantograph will lower of that BU. Basic unit isolation can done 

through DDU in maintenance mode. 

Cab occupancy selector- If cab occupancy is not able to obtain put this switch in ON 

position. Cab occupancy icon shows high priority with H. 

ICS Bypass- If ICS interlock is defective after turning on ICS key put this switch in ISO 

position. 

Brake applied loop- If all coach brakes are released and Min-1 brake applied lamp is 

glowing put this switch in ISO position. 

Emergency brake loop- If no emergency brake application is present and system showing 

emergency brake, this switch shall put on ISO position. Ensure BP is normal and no 

emergency brake is applied. 

Emergency off loop- If no emergency off button is pressed and system showing emergency 

off or emergency off push button is not able to reset put this switch in ISO position.  

Start all MAC- To start all main air compressor, press this switch. After creating maximum 

pressure, all compressors will stop. On the next cycle only three compressors will work as 

per schedule. 

Battery supply- To switch on battery, turn this switch to ON position for few seconds and 

release. BN supply is ready and all computers will start and DDU show display. To switch 

off battery turn this switch to OFF position for few seconds. 
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Emergency off push button- This push button switch is provided in both DTC driving 

desk. If this switch is pushed all VCB open and all pantograph lowers. To reset this, turn the 

knob anti- clock wise. The push button again comes to normal position. From rear DTC also 

emergency off can activate. If the push button is unable to reset place Emergency off loop 

bypass switch in ISO position. 

 

PANTO- UP/DN- Switch for PANTO raising and lowering. 

MC ON/OFF- Switch for closing and opening VCB 

ENS- Switch for activating automatic passing of neutral section. 

CRUISE CONTROL- Constant speed driving is enabled when the MM presses this switch 

while the train is running above the rated minimum speed of 10 KMPH.  

MM can press this switch when the required speed is reached and CCU will maintain the 

speed by decreasing/increasing the TE of different basic units and if possible by applying 

brakes or releasing the brakes.  
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CCU exits from the constant speed driving mode if it is unable to control the train speed 

within the limits for few seconds, or if the MM presses the speed governor switch again to de-

activate Speed control mode or if any other driving action is detected from the driver desk or 

train formation such as change in Master controller position, application of Brakes by driver 

or emergency brake application is detected. 

FAULT RESET- To reset fault during critical failure. 

Indication lamps 

TCN failure- If train communication network failed this lamp will glow. This lamp glows 

and showing V max “Zero force” drive the train in RDM mode. 

EMER BRAKE- If any emergency brake applied in train this lamp will glow. After resetting 

the emergency brake this lamp will extinguish. 

EMR OFF- If emergency off push button is activated this lamp will glow. 

MIN-1 BR APPLIED- This lamp will glow if any one coach brake is in applied condition. 

Normally this lamp will glow when the train is stopped because holding brake or PB is in 

applied condition. This lamp extinguish when the train starts if all brakes are released 

including PB. 

NOT ALL PANTO UP- This lamp will glow if all pantographs are not raised. This lamp 

extinguishes if all pantograph raised. 

NOT ALL MC ON- This lamp will glow if all MC VCB is not closed or any one or more 

VCB is tripped during run. This lamp extinguishes if all VCB are closed. 

MIN-1 AS FAILED- This will glow if any one or more air spring pressure is not OK and V 

max will come to 60 KMPH. This will be in extinguished condition if all AS is normal 

RDM- This will glow during RDM mode. 

MIN-1 PANTO UP- This will glow in RDM and indicating minimum one pantograph is 

raised. 

MIN-1 MC ON- This will glow in RDM and indicating minimum one VCB is closed. 
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DRIVING DESK SIDE PANEL LEFT 

1. Cab Light Switch  

2. Cab Fan Switch  

3. Cab Light Emergency Switch  

4. Cab Light Spot Switch  

5. Step Light Switch  

6. Audio Visual Illuminated Push Button  

7. Flasher Illuminated Push Button  

8. PB Release Illuminated Push Button  

9. PB Apply Illuminated Push Button  

10. HL Main 3 Position Switch  

11. HL Aux 3 Position Switch 

12. Wiper Selection 3 Position Switch 

13. Wiper Speed Control 

14. Test Illuminated Push Button  
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15. Head Light Failure Lamp  

16. Single Unit Operation Lamp Yellow 

17. Washer Pump Push Button 

18. SB1 Illuminated Push Button  

19. SB1Stby Illuminated Push Button  

20. SB2 Test Illuminated Push Button 

 

 

All pantographs are not raised 

• NOT ALL PANTO UP indication will glow. 

• Watch auxiliary motor working in display 

• Check display and ensure pantograph symbol is black on white background and no ADD or 

ORD is detected. 

• Ensure master key is ON and give pantograph raise command 

• Ensure emergency off switch is not pressed in both DTC. If emergency off is pressed all 

PANTO and VCB icon will show in yellow line on  black background 

• Ensure all basic unit isolation switch is in AUTO position 

• Check any fault message in display  

• Check pantograph symbol on DDU 

• Black on  Gray background means MR pressure is less or condition for raising pantograph is 

not OK- Wait for condition to OK 

• Yellow on black background means panto is locked out due to fault. Ensure both DTC 

emergency off push button is not pressed. Reset if pressed. Switch off/on battery 

• Yellow on Red background means communication problem- Switch off/on battery 
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Gray background 

 

 

White background 

 

White background 

 

White background 

 

Blue background 

 

Red background 

Red background 

 

Black background with 

yellow line 

 

 

All VCB tripped on line 

1. Watch for any abnormality.  

2. NOT ALL MC ON indication lamp will glow. 

3. Display shows VCB open. If any one or more VCB is in closed condition resume traction 

with available MC. 

4. Ensure pantograph is raised and PANTO icon showing in blue background 

5. If PANTO icon shows in white, OHE supply is not available. Wait for OHE supply to 

resume. 
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6. Try to close VCB if OHE voltage available. 

7. Try to move the train. If train is moving work onwards. If all VCB not closing switch off/on 

battery and energise again. 

8. If all other troubleshooting are failed switch off battery and switch on again and try.  

Occasion of V max showing less than 110KMPH 

a. In RDM mode V Max is 60 KMPH  

b. If air suspension is failed in any coach air spring pilot lamp glows and V max shows 

60 KMPH  

c. If anyone coach brake is isolated V max will shows 9 KMPH less per one coach 

isolation ( E.g. if one coach isolated V max shows 101 KMPH)  

d. During reverse driving V max is 15 KMPH 

e. If maintenance mode is logged in V max will be 15KMPH 

Notes. 

 DMH valve and COC is provided inside driving desk on Guard side.  

 If DMH is acted train will come to a stop. To reset keep MCH in horizontal position to 

charge BP. 

 Pressure sensors are provided for brake cylinder pressure of each bogie and located in EP 

unit. BC pressure of each bogie can view in DDU brake screen. 

 Tractive/ Braking effort can view in Drive/ Brake menu in DDU. 

 Energy consumed and regenerated can view in DDU. 

 All air spring is provided with pressure sensors and air spring pressure of each truck can 

view in DDU air spring screen. 

 BC gauge in DTC will not show BC pressure if BIC-1 is closed. 

 Parking brake is provided in all DTC and NDTC on 1, 4, 5, 8 wheel. Manual release handle 

also provided. PB apply/release magnet valve, COC, Pressure switches are provided in 

DTC/NDTC under frame. 

 PB can apply from rear DTC but PB can release from cab occupied side only. 

 While passing auto signal at danger MM to adjust speed with MCH. No warning buzzer or 

traction power restriction is available. Cruise control can use during this time. But cruise 

control will cancel if MCH bring to 0. 

 Guard key is not available. Light, fan and AHU blowers can switch OFF/ON from both side 

if any one cab is occupied. 

 EMR OFF, basic unit isolation switch, battery ON/OFF etc in rear cab also in active 

condition. So any unauthorized operation from rear cab may create unwanted trouble during 

working. 
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 If maintenance login is done, do not forget to reset ID. During maintenance login maximum 

speed of train is 15 KMPH. 

Auto Drop Device (ADD)  

This system is designed to lower the pantograph automatically in case of any break or damages of 

the collector strip.  

This feature helps to avoid further damage of pantograph as well as catenary.  

 ADD feature status can be detected by MCU through ADD pressure switch. 

 In case of pantograph healthy condition, which means no ADD detected, pressure switch 

status is ON (pressure is greater than 3.0 bar).  

 When pressure is less than 2.7 bar pantograph lowers by ADD feature).  

 With the detection of pressure switch status by MCU, MCU opens VCB and lower 

pantograph immediately and generate fault message and send the same information to CCU.  

 MCU disables pantograph UP control operation until fault is reset 

 If everything normal work with other motor coaches  

Over Reach Detection (ORD) feature  

 ORD feature, available in pantograph design is used to lower the pantograph automatically 

in case pantograph raises beyond the set height limit.  

 This ORD feature status can be detected by MCU through ORD pressure switch.  

 In case pantograph healthy operation, which means no ORD detected, pressure switch status 

is about  0 bar).  

 When the pressure switch status is greater than 1 bar pantograph lowers by ORD feature.  

 On detection of ORD, MCU opens VCB immediately and generate fault message and sends 

the same information to CCU.  

 MCU will disable pantograph UP control operation until fault can be reset by maintenance 

persons. 

 If ORD is detected all pantograph will lower. 

 Motorman to confirm for any abnormality like entanglement OHE damage. 

 If any abnormality inform TPC/TLC 

If everything normal raise panto and close VCB 
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1. JOINT BRAKE TEST   

NO 

 

MOTORMAN 

 

GUARD 

 

1  Release holding brake through DDU 

Ensure 

MR = 6-7 kg/cm
2

 

BP = 5 kg/cm
2

 

BC = 0 kg/cm
2

  

Give  5 bells to Commence JBT 

GUARD  also ensure  

MR = 6-7 kg/cm
2

 

BP = 5 kg/cm
2

 

BC = 0 kg/cm
2

  

acknowledge with  5 bells to start JBT 

2 Move Master controller (MCH) to 

braking side and create BC pressure 0.7 

kg/cm
2
 

Acknowledge with  1 bell after observing 

0.7 kg/cm
2
 

 Move MCH to full application position 

and ensure BC pressure 1.2 kg/cm
2
. 

Acknowledge with  1 bell after observing 

1.2 kg/cm
2
 

3 Move MCH to 0 position and ensure BC 

0 kg/cm
2
  

Acknowledge with  1 bell if BC =  0 

kg/cm
2
  

4  First Guard to drop BP through Gd. 

emergency brake valve fully 

 On seeing BP dropping in gauge, move 

BCH to emergency position. 

 

5 When BP drops to 0 kg/cm
2
 ensure BC 

pressure 1.2 kg/cm
2 ` 

and release BCH  

When BP drops to 0 kg/cm
2
 close 

emergency brake valve  

6 Ensure BP = 5 kg/cm
2
 

BC = 0 kg/cm
2
  

Acknowledge with  1 bell if BP = 5 

kg/cm
2
  BC = 0 kg/cm

2
  

7 Apply Auto brake and drop BP to 3.5 

kg/cm
2 

 and ensure BC 1.2 kg/cm
2
  

Acknowledge with  1 bell if BP to 3.5 

kg/cm
2 

 and BC 1.2 kg/cm
2
  

8 Release BCH and ensure BP is  5 kg/cm
2
  

and BC 0 kg/cm
2  

Give 5 bells to 

complete JBT 

Ensure BP is  5 kg/cm
2
  and BC 0 kg/cm

2 

Acknowledge with  5 bells to complete 

JBT 

 

2. CAB    CHANGING    PROCEDURE 

 Stop the train, apply auto brake via brake controller by dropping BP 1.0 Kg/cm
2
 

 Ensure BC gauge showing 1.2 Kg/cm
2
 

 Turn OFF ICS key (BIV) and remove it 

 Turn DCS key (BL key) to OFF position 

 Ensure Parking brake is applied. PB will apply automatically when DCS key is removed. 

 In other cab turn ON ICS key fully and insert DCS key off and turn to ON position. 
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 All pilot lamps will glow in MM and Guard panel for few seconds then extinguishes with 

alarm and signal bell sound. 

 Ensure CAB occupancy icon in DDU display glowing with blue background 

 Ensure BP is charged and BC drops to 0.8 Kg/cm
2  

(holding brake) 

 Before taking traction, release parking brakes 

 Ensure holding brakes is released  and Min-1 brake applied lamp is extinguished while 

moving MCH towards traction. 

 

 

3. Procedure for Isolation of Brake binding through DDU  

 

Indications: 

1. The icon of brakes shows brakes applied in Black colour with Pink background. 

2. MIN-1BRAKE APPLIED lamp is glowing on Indication panel. 

3. Messages BU-1/2/3/6: EP brake Stuck detected will appear on DDU. 

 

Action to be taken: 

1. Motorman should adopt following procedure to identify the affected coach and releasing of 

EP Brake Binding through DDU. 

2. Select RAKE INFORMATION screen on DDU  

3. Select Brake menu and release holding brake and watch BC pressure of each coach. 

4. If any coach BC pressure is not coming to zero, that coach has brake binding. Note down 

the basic unit and coach. 

5. Maintenance login is required to release this brake binding through DDU. 

 

3.1 To login maintenance 

 Select Maint. Mode menu and select Login 

 Maintenance Login screen will appear on DDU. 

 Put password „888888‟ (press 8 for six times) and touch Enter key. 

 Select BACK, Maintenance items will display on DDU 

 Select Train Setting  

 Select EP Brake isolation screen. 

 Then select affected basic unit. All the three coaches will be displayed on DDU. 

 Select Isolate EP brake of affected coach.  

 Touch confirm for pop-up message on screen. 

 The BC pressure will come to 0. 

 If BC pressure does not become 0, then isolate brake binding of affected coach manually by 

closing BIC 1&2  

 Press Exit and press Login again. 

 Press Reset ID. 
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 Press RAKE to select Rake Information screen on DDU. 

 Check Vmax on DDU, V max will show 101 if one coach brakes are isolated  

 Work the train normal and inform to TLC. 

In case of Brake Isolation, train maximum speed will by reduced by 9 kmph/coach of brake 

isolation. In maint.mode Vmax is 15 KMPH and after logout V max will show 101 KMPH . 

 

4. Resetting of Main Air Compressor (MAC) through Fault Reset Push Button 

 

Some time all Main Air Compressors (MAC) stop running due to all MAC isolation or MAC 

management failure resulting in drop / reduction of MR and BP pressure. This failure may be due to 

failure of Air Dryers resulting in isolation of MAC. 

Therefore, whenever, low MR and BP pressure is observed during train working, following action 

to be taken to restore the MR and BP pressure, in addition to isolation of air leakage, if any. 

1. Check MAC icon in DDU. If icon of MAC is in Red colour on DDU press FAULT RESET 

push Button. Compressor will start and MAC icon will turned into Blue Colour. 

2. If there is no specific message appears on DDU and the icon of all MAC is White and MAC 

not starting at low MR pressure (below 6.0kg/cm2). 

3. Press Start All MAC push button provided on ECC panel. Observe that sufficient pressure 

is build up. 

4. Inform TLC. 

 

5. Procedure for Working of RDM mode. 

 

 5.1 RESCUE DRIVE MODE    (RDM) 

• Whenever TCN lamp glows it indicate TCN failure.  

• If V max is available move MCH to traction. Train is working on of Special RDM mode. 

• If V max showing Zero force and train not moving, switch over to RDM mode as follows 

• Now all Motor Coaches can be controlled using Hard-wired Train line wires instead of 

Train Communication Network. 

• In this mode, train line wires can only command Motoring / Braking and same will be 

applied at prior configured TE/BE rates by individual Motor Coaches with overall speed 

restrictions of 60 KMPH. 

5.2 Working on RDM 

 Stop the Train 

 Bring master controller to 0 
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 Bring Reverser selector switch to 0 

  Turn DCS key to 0 and move DCS key to RDM position. RDM lamp will glow. 

 Now raise pantograph through Panto UP/DOWN switch if it is lowered. MIN-1 PANTO UP 

lamp will glow. 

 Close VCB through MC ON/OFF switch. MIN-1 MC ON lamp will glow.  

 Release parking brake with PB release push button  

 Work with signal bell 2 

 Work up to destination in RDM mode with 60  KMPH 

 During RDM DDU may not work. ENS, Cruise control will not work, DMH will act 

at stand still position also. 

 

6. Procedure for complete isolation of DEADMAN Device 

 

Integrated Pneumatic Panel for Dead man device and AWS control is provided inside desk on 

guard side. 

 

6.1 Dead man isolation:  

In case, it is required to isolate Dead man cock to arrest air leakage, following steps to be 

taken for isolation by Motorman . To reset DMH turn the MCH to horizontal position till BP 

is recharged. If not able to reset,  

1. Apply and release Emergency brake 2-3 times through MCH. 

2. If BP pressure still drops, isolate Exhaust valve of Dead man by turning the COC to 

horizontal (close) position 

3. Inform to TLC. 

4. In case of isolation of Dead man device; work the train with authorized person in cab to 

apply emergency brake in case of Motorman incapacitated. 

 

 

7. Train not moving when MCH moved to power position 

 

 

1. Check that Vmax 110 is being shown on DDU. 

2. Check availability of BP pressure in both the cab through DDU with adequate MR 

pressure. (Select BRAKE) 

3. Check on DDU that Cab is occupied after switching ON of ICS and DCS key.  

4. If cab occupied icon is not showing, move ICS BYPASS switch to ISO position.   

5. If still cab is not occupied, check that all MCB are on normal condition in ECC Panel. If 

any of the MCB is found tripped, Reset the same and work the train normal. 
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6. If cab occupied MCB is tripped and not able to reset, then operate CAB OCCUPIED 

SELECTOR switch to ON position (Over ride/ High priority mode).  

7. Distinguish the type of brake application through DDU icon in all units. 

8. If Emergency Brakes, are applied; isolate EBL isolation switch to ON position in ECC 

panel and work the train in RDM and inform to TLC. 

9. If Service brakes, are applied; work the train in RDM  

 

8. Procedure for Negotiating Neutral Section 

 

8.1. Procedure for Negotiating of Neutral Section in case DDU is Healthy. 

 Ensure MR and BP are adequate 

 At 250 meter, press ENS button for 2-3 seconds 

  Now the ENS self illuminated button flashes until the VCB of 1
st
 MC trips, after that back 

light will glows steadily until all basic units passed the Neutral Section. 

 A message as Neutral section activation is started  will also appears in DDU screen 

 After passing neutral section, VCB will be closed automatically. 

 If any VCB is not closed and ENS lamp is extinguished, give ON command  through MC 

on/off switch 

 Neutral section can pass after tripping VCB through MC ON/OFF switch at closing / 

opening board. 

 NOT ALL MC ON lamp indication will glow when VCB is in open condition and it will 

extinguish after all VCB is closed. 

 

 

8.2 Procedure for Negotiating of Neutral Section in RDM. 

 

1. Ensure MR and BP pressure are adequate. 

2. If any coach is running trip, do not try to close while approaching Neural Section. 

3. Gain adequate speed according to signal and section. 

4. At opening board, open VCB using MC on/off switch 

5. After passing neutral section close VCB using MC on/off switch.  

6. MIN-1 MC ON indication glow after closing VCB   

. 

8.3 Train is stopped after activating the ENS command and before complete passing of 

Neutral Section, due to any reason.  

 

If any one VCB is closed, then continue powering normally. 
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8.4 In case Rake is stopped just before the Neutral Section and none of the MC have passed 

Neutral Section  
1. Give the MC OFF command to cancel ENS command. 

2. Isolate leading two basic units by Basic unit isolation switches and ensure opening of VCB 

and lowering of pantographs. 

3. Close VCB of rear Motor coaches by giving MC ON command.  

4. Move the train for few meters and open VCB of rear MC. 

5. Close VCB at closing board 

6. Continue to work with two MC power up to next stopping. 

7. Normalize leading two Basic Units isolation switch, raise pantograph and close VCB 

 

8.5 In case Rake stopped in between Neutral Section and none of the VCB is closed. 

 

1. Give the MC OFF command to cancel ENS command. 

2. Isolate rear basic unit which are not passed neutral section. 

3. Close leading basic unit VCB. Check DDU 

4. Move train with leading MC power up to next stopping 

5. At next stopping normalise all basic unit and raise pantograph and close VCB 

 

8.6 If procedure of Neutral section negotiation is not started even after pressing of ENS. 

 

If the Backlight of ENS push button does not start flashing / glowing after pressing it, then 

 

 Open VCB at tripping board and pass Neutral Section. 

 Close VCB after passing Neutral Section.  

 

8.7 Cancellation of ENTERING NEUTRAL SECTION command. 

In case ENS push button is wrongly pressed or active, then following procedure is to be adopted to 

cancel the ENS command. 

 Give MC OFF (VCB open) command. (VCBs will open in all motor coaches) 

 Wait for a few seconds. 

 Give MC ON (VCB close) command. (VCBs will close in all motor coaches) 

 Ensure the same on DDU and work the train normal. 

 

 

9. Over Reach Detection Device (ORD): 

 

Over Reach Detection system is provided in pantograph to prevent the damage of pantograph when 

any of the pantograph moves to NO OHE Zone. If ORD is detected, the pantographs of all Basic 

units will lowered and a text message that ORD Detected -Panto down triggered displayed on 

DDU along with affected Unit number. 

 

9.1 Action to be taken if ORD is activated on line: 

 

1. If ORD is triggered on line, all pantographs will be lowered. Motorman has to first confirm 

whether it is due to pantograph entanglement or OHE breakdown. 
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2. If there is no OHE breakdown or pantograph entanglement; then isolate basic unit, in which 

ORD detected (ORD indication in Red) and then energise the remaining Basic units by 

giving PANTO UP and MC ON command. Inform to TLC 

3. If there is OHE breakdown or Pantograph entanglement inform TPC/TLC 

4. The faulty / affected Basic units to be isolated by Basic Unit Isolation Switch provided on 

ECC panel and ensure that pantograph of faulty basic unit is lowered completely before 

proceeding further. 

10. Auto Drop Device (ADD): 

„Auto Drop Device‟ feature rapidly lowers all pantograph in case of ADD is detected due to 

fracture or damages of the collector strips in any of the pantographs to avoid further damages to 

catenaries and other pantograph. If this fault is occurred, a text message ADD Detected- Panto 

down triggered will be appeared on DDU along with affected Unit number. 

 

10.1 Action to be taken if ADD is activated on line: 

Faulty Basic unit will get automatically isolated by TCMS, same to be isolated by Basic Unit 

Isolation Switch and inform to TLC. 

 

11. Clearing Section in case of Emergency 

 

11.1 From Driving Cab (DTC), 

 

1. If train does not move in Normal mode, operate Cab Occupy Selector switch to ON position 

in ECC panel.  

2. If train does not move in Override mode also, work the train in RDM, inform TLC 

 

11.2 Working from rear DTC cab 

 Change cab to rear DTC 

 Put reverser switch to R 

 A message will appear on DDU asking confirmation. Acknowledge by touching confirm 

 Speed is restricted to 15 KMPH. V max will show 15. 

 Guard to travel in leading DTC 

11.3 From Shunting Cab, 

 Deactivate DTC. 

 Call the Guard to driving cab to pilot the train. 

 Go to serviceable motor coach and switch on ICS. Ensure BP is normal.  

 Twist MCH and switch on DCS and keep it twisted till DCS is on. 

 Work the train at restricted speed 15 KMPH to clear section. 

 

12. Isolation of Motor Coach 

Motor coach can be isolated by operating concerned Basic Unit Isolation switch to ISO position 

from any DTC 

Basic unit can be isolated from DDU also. 

 

13. Opening and Closing HT compartment 
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Pantograph pneumatic isolation valve is provided with a Blue Kaba  key in MC shunting cab. This 

key is used for earthing of roof and power circuit. After earthing roof and power circuit DC link 

also to be earthed for entering HT room.  

 

13.1 Earthing and Opening HT compartment 

1. Trip VCB and lower pantograph. 

2. Ensure that the Pantograph is lowered. 

3. Turn pantograph isolating key (Blue Kaba key) to horizontal position and remove. 

4. Insert the panto key in Earth switch empty key slot and unlock. 

5. Turn the Earth switch handle to 180
0
 to opposite direction 

6. Turn the Yellow Kaba key to horizontal position and remove the key 

7. Insert one of the yellow key in DC link Earth switch unit and unlock.  

8. Move the handle of DC link Earth switch handle to earth position. 

9. Lock with Green Kaba key and remove. Now DC link Earth switch is locked to Earth 

position. 

10. Insert Green Kaba key to open HT room lock. 

13.2 Closing HT compartment  

 Ensure everything is normal in HT compartment and close the door and lock it with green 

Kaba key. 

 Insert Green Kaba key in DC link Earth switch assembly and unlock. 

 Move DC Earth switch handle to ON position. 

 Lock with Yellow Kaba key and take it out of the slot. 

 Insert both yellow Kaba key in the slot of AC Earth switch and unlock. 

 Move AC Earth switch to ON position. 

 Turn Blue Kaba key and lock AC Earth switch. 

 Remove Blue Kaba key and insert it pantograph pneumatic valve and turn to vertical. 

 

14. Procedure for Battery OFF/ON 

Battery off/on is required for resetting all fault in some critical time. If all other method of 

troubleshooting are failed and train is unable to move switch off battery and again switch on 

 

14.1 Procedure for Battery OFF/ON: 

 Open VCB 

 Lower the Pantograph. 

 Apply auto brake and switch off ICS and DCS key. 

 During night time switch ON Emergency light in DTC. 

 Turn OFF the Battery provided on ECC panel. 

 Emergency lights in passenger area will be turned ON automatically for 15 minutes. 

 DDU will extinguish and BP will exhausted. Wait for 30 Seconds. 

 Turn ON the Battery. 

 DDU will start after about one minute. 

 Switch ON ICS and DCS Key in Normal mode. 
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 Raise the Pantograph and confirm the same on DDU 

 Close the VCB, and confirm the same on DDU. 

 Compartment lights, Fans, Ventilation and head code to switch on again 

 

 

 15. POINTS TO BE REMEMBERED WHILE TROUBLESHOOTING 

1. Ensure Control supply is available in DTC. Switch ON Battery from DTC, if required. 

2. Ensure all MCB are SET and all isolation switches are in normal position. 

3. Check DDU, gauges and indication panel for abnormal indication or reading. 

4. In case all pantographs are down, ensure all Basic Unit Isolation switches are in Auto 

position, Emergency OFF push button is in released position in both the cab 

5. Ensure OHE power is available and all pantographs are raised 

6. Ensure MR, BP and BC pressure is normal. 

7. Ensure all jumpers continuity and MR COC and BP COC are open between 1st and 2nd 

coach.  

8. DDU is active in all modes, i.e. Normal/ Special RDM or Override mode,  

9. Reset fault using FAULT RESET push button. 

10. In case of ADD/ODD activation, ensure OHE is intact and press Reset fault button before 

raising Pantographs. 

11. After troubleshooting, when train is to be moved, ensure Starter signal or en-route signal 

ahead is OFF before starting the train. 

 

16. Air suspension failure 

Cause: Leakage on Air suspension levelling valve, air bellow or pneumatic connections. 

Indication: Air Spring failure indication in DDU and pilot lamp panel. 

Action: Speed of the train is automatically reduced to 60 KMPH. Identify the affected coach on 

DDU Inform to TLC. Close main isolating cock for isolation of Air suspension. Work the train at 

60 KMPH up to destination. In maintenance mode over riding is possible if everything is normal.     

(Only for maintenance staff) 

 

17. PNEUMATIC TROUBLE 

 

17.1 Isolation of Brake binding in one coach 

Cause: Brake unit defective. 

Indication: Brake applied indication on DDU and MIN-1Brake applied lamp glowing. 

 Message Stuck brake detection will appear 

Action to be taken 

1. Identify the affected coach on DDU. Ensure parking brakes are released. 

2. Apply and release EP brake 2-3 times and check on DDU whether brake binding is released. 

3. If brake binding does not release, try to isolate EP brakes of the affected coach from DDU. 
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4. Login to Maintenance mode 

5. Select Maintenance mode menu – Train Settings - Isolate EP Brake – Ensure brakes are 

released. 

6. Conduct Brake power test on run and work accordingly. 

 

17.2 For leading/trailing DTC coach 

1. Close EPIC and AIC. 

2. Pull BRH till brakes are released. Do not close BIC. 

3. Ensure brakes are released on all wheels of the affected coach. 

4. Open AIC once and check whether brake binding takes place or not. 

5. If brake binding does not take place, work on auto brakes. 

6. Conduct brake power test on run and work accordingly. 

7. If brake binding takes place again, isolate again with the above procedure and close both 

BIC. 

8. Work the train at restricted speed and clear section. 

 

17.3 For intermediate coaches 

 

1. Close both BIC and ensure brakes are released. 

2. Conduct brake power test on run and work accordingly 

Note: If the brakes are not releasing on any of the wheels, it may be due to defective brake cylinder, 

delayed release etc.  

 

17.4 Isolation of Brake binding in one unit 

Indications: Train moves sluggish or may not move. Brake applied indication on DDU for all three 

coaches of one unit. 

Action: 

 Identify the affected unit with the help of DDU. 

 Apply and release full EP 2-3 times and check whether brake binding gets released. 

 If not successful, isolate EP brakes of all three coaches of affected unit from DDU. 

 Ensure that brakes on all wheels of all three coaches are released. 

 Work the train normal on auto brakes. 

 If not successful, inform TLC 

 

17.5 Releasing Auto Brake binding in full train 

 

1. EBL will activate emergency brakes throughout the train if BP pressure is less than 3.4 

kg/cm2. 

2. On DDU brake symbol with ‘E’ will appear. 

3. MIN-1 brake applied lamp will glow indication. 

Action 

 

1. Ensure MR pressure is normal. 

2. Operate ICS two to three times. If BP pressure becomes normal, work the train  

3. If BP is less attend leakage in formation. 

4. Still BP is low drive from rear DTC. 
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17.6 Overcharging of brake pipe (more than 5 kg/cm²) 

 Gauge will show more BP pressure. 

 If BP is stable work onwards 

 If BP is unstable it will cause brake binding. 

 Work the train from rear DTC 

 If any brake binding, apply auto brake 4-5 times. If brake pipe pressure becomes normal and 

brake binding released, work the train normal. Inform TLC. 

 If brake binding still persists, release brake binding of each coach by pulling BRH till 

hissing noise stops. Ensure brakes are released. Do not close bogie cock or any other cock. 

 

17.7 Isolation of Parking brake binding 

Causes: 

 Parking Brake apply command given from DTC, MC or Guard's cab. 

 MR Pressure less (less than 2 kg/cm2). 

 Parking brake MCB in one or more DTC coaches may be tripped 

 Parking brake cock closed under one or more DTC/NDTC coaches. 

 

Indication: 

 Parking brake gauge may show zero pressure. 

 Parking brake applied symbol will appear on DDU for one or more DTC/NDTC coaches. 

 PB apply push button may show blue colour backlight steady. 

Action: 

1. Release the parking brakes by pressing the PB RELEASE green push button in DTC and 

observe parking brake status on DDU, parking brake gauge. 

2. Ensure all MCB are ON in DTC including parking brake MCB. If parking brake MCB is 

found tripped, reset the same. Apply and release parking brakes once and ensure that blue 

light PB APPLY push button is extinguished. 

3. Ensure parking brake isolating cocks are open 

4. If Parking Brakes are still not releasing then isolate parking brake of affected coach by 

pulling the release handle. 

5. Overriding of PB is possible if PB is actually released but system showing applied 

condition. ( Only in maintenance mode ) 

 

Note: Parking brakes can only be released from Driving cab where master key is switched ON but 

can be applied from any Driving cab/Motor coach without inserting and putting master key ON. 

When the parking brakes are applied from motor coach, PB will be applied only for that basic unit. 

 

18. TROUBLE SHOOTING OF AIR LEAKAGE 

 

18.1 Leakage before Main MR Cock (CIC) 

1. Close Main MR Cock (CIC) 

2. Isolate MAC 

 

18.2 Procedure for Isolation of Main Air Compressor (MAC) 

 

Main Air Compressor of one or more units can be isolated from DDU. Main Screen – Maintenance 

Mode – Train Setting - MAC Control screen - Isolate MAC 
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If not successful, open end wall panel of affected basic unit DTC/NDTC and put MAC switch in off 

position. 

 

19. ELECTRICAL FAILURES 

 

19.1 DDU display dark 

Causes: 

 DDU supply TCMS Display MCB is tripped. 

 Display is defective. 

 DDU communication failed. 

Indication: 

 DDU display is dark. 

 Train may work normal even if DDU display is dark 

Action: 

 Ensure that the DDU supply TCMS Display MCB in ECC is ON. 

 OFF and ON the above MCB. 

 

19.2 Train moving sluggish / desired speed not achieved 

Causes: 

 MR or BP pressures less. 

 Maintenance mode logged in (Speed will be restricted to 15 Kmph). 

 Brake binding in one or more units. PB or pneumatic brake in applied position. 

 Air suspension failure (Speed will automatically restricted to 60 Kmph) 

 

Indication: In case of brake binding and air spring failure, fault message will appear on DDU with 

coach no. 

Action: 

1. If V max showing 15 KMPH logout maintenance mode. 

2. If MR pressure is less, ensure compressors are working  

3. If compressors are not working press all MAC on switch ECC panel. 

4. If MR pressure not building up despite working of compressors, find out leakage and attend 

it. 

5. If BP pressure is not sufficient ensure ICS is ON. If pressure not increasing turn OFF/ ON 

ICS 2-3 times. 

6. If still pressure not increasing finds out leakage in BP pipeline and attend. 

7. If brake binding observed, isolate brake binding as per given procedure. 

8. Release PB. If PB not releasing manually release PB on affected BU. 

9. In case of failure of Air suspension in one or more coaches, close air suspension COC 

 

20. Failure of Head light during night 

Cause: 

 Head light ON/OFF switch is defective. 

 Head light selection switch is defective. 

 Head light dimmer switch is defective. 

 Head light MCB tripped in DTC. 

 Head light bulb totally fused. 

Action: 
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 Use auxiliary head light. 

 Operate Headlight ON/OFF switch 2-3 times. 

 Operate Head light Main / Auxiliary switch and dimmer switch 2-3 times. 

 Ensure all MCB are SET in ECC panel. 

 Change DC-DC Converter unit to standby  mode 

 If there is total failure of Head light work the train at restricted speed. 

21. Failure of flasher light 

Cause: Flasher light ON/OFF switch is defective. Flasher light MCB tripped in DTC. 

Action: Operate flasher light ON/OFF switch 2-3 times. 

 Ensure all MCB are SET. 

 Ensure Flasher supply unit is in ON position and operate selector switch to Standby 

position. 

22. Failure of Normal and Emergency signal bells 

Cause: 

Push button is defective. 

SB-1 or SB-II standby, SB-2 MCBs is tripped in DTC. 

Bells are defective or Alarm chain mechanism is defective in one or more coaches. 

Indications: 

 Normal bell SB-I or SB-I standby do not work in one or both cabs. 

 Emergency bell SB-II does not work in one or both cabs. 

 Emergency bell ringing continuously. 

Action: 

 Ensure all MCB are SET. 

 Operate bell push buttons 2-3 times. 

 If signal bell-1 fails, work normally on SB-I standby.  

 If both failed then work flag and horn. 

 

23. MECHANICAL FAILURES 

Train Parting 

Cause: Failure of coupler or articulation bearing bolt. 

Indications: BP pressure drops to zero. 

MR pressure will drop gradually. 

There may be heavy jerks. Lights and fans may fail in DTC and in passenger area. 

Action: 

 Observing BP discharge, apply Emergency brakes and stop the train. 

 Switch ON flasher and protect the train. 

 Inform TLC and Station Master of the nearest station for assistance. 

 Do not touch exposed jumpers (Electrical couplers) as there may be live wires at high 

voltage. 

 Close MR and BP coupling cocks on the opposite ends of the parted portion. 

 Isolate brake binding of the affected coaches. 

 Raise pantographs if lowered. 

 

24. FIRE on EMU 

In case of emission of smoke or flames observed or reported from any part of train trip VCB and 

lower all pantographs & stop the train immediately and switch on Flasher. Inform Guard of the train 
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and TLC. Protect the train from front and adjacent line. Give guard 0000 beats to protect the train 

from rear. 

 

24.1 Fire on Pantograph 

 If only smoke is observed then isolate the motor coach by lowering the pantograph & work 

the train on three motor coaches. Inform TLC 

 In case continuous flames are observed, lower the pantograph, convey message to adjacent 

station or TLC to arrange power block and call for fire brigade. 

 

 

24.2 Fire in Motor coach 

 Lower the pantograph. 

 Switch OFF battery supply by turning battery selector. 

 Open MC compartment and check the origin of the fire /smoke and use fire extinguisher to 

extinguish the fire/smoke. 

 If the Fire/smoke is completely extinguished, then isolate complete motor coach.  

 In case fire is uncontrollable, SM of nearest station and call for fire brigade. 

 

 

25. Detailed Description of MCB Panel 
 

FIRST ROW 

1  EMERGENCY OFF LOOP 

2  DRIVE BRAKE SUPPLY 

3  PANTO & MC SUPPLY 

4  EMERGENCY BRAKE VALVE 

5  AWS SUPPLY 

6  APC SUPPLY 

7  CCC2 SUPPLY 

8  CCC1 SUPPLY 

9  DTC SUPPLY 

SECOND ROW 

 

 

10  SIGNAL BELL-2 

11  PIS SUPPLY 

12  SIGNAL BELL- 1 STBY 

13  SIGNAL BELL- 1 

14  BRAKE VALVE 

15  BRAKE APPLIED LOOP 

16  CAB OCCUPY CONTROL 2 

17  CAB OCCUPY CONTROL 1 

18  EMERGENCY BRAKE LOOP 

 

THIRD ROW 

19 INSTRUMENT LIGHTING SUPPLY 

20  DRIVER CAB FAN 
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21  AUX HEAD LIGHT 

22  HEAD LIGHT 

23 DRIVER CAB LIGHT 

24 HEAD CODE 

25  SPEED INDICATOR 

26  TRAIN RADIO 

27  TCMS DISPLAY 

FOURTH ROW 

 

28  ECN-1 MCB 

29  ECN-2 MCB 

30  TAIL LIGHT 

31  STEP LIGHT 

32  FLASHER LIGHT 

33  EMERGENCY LIGHTS 

34  DRIVER CAB EMERGENCY LIGHT 

35 BATTERY CONTROL BD 

36  ERMS CB 

 

 

DTC Under truck equipment 

Battery Box, MAC, Two MR reservoir, Air suspension reservoir, Auxiliary reservoir, Horn 

reservoir, PB reservoir, PB governor, PB MV, PB release handle 1458 wheel, MAC governor. 

MR COC (CIC), AS COC-3 nos, PB COC -3 nos, BIC 1&2, AIC, EPIC. 

MR pressure sensor, AS pressure sensor, BC pressure sensor ( inside EP unit), BP pressure sensor, 

MC Under truck equipment. 

Two MR reservoir, Air suspension reservoir, Auxiliary reservoir, Panto reservoir,  AS COC-3 nos, 

BIC 1&2, AIC, EPIC. AS pressure sensor, BC pressure sensor ( inside EP unit). 

Main transformer, Oil pump, Radiator blower, Traction motor. 
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ECC PANEL MCB 
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Acronym Description 

AC Alternating Current 

ACU Auxiliary converter Unit 

AWS Auxiliary warning system 

BCU Brake Control Unit 

BE Braking effort 

CAN Controlled Area Network 

CCU Central Control Unit 

DC Direct Current 

DE Driving End 

DTC Driving trailer coach 

ED Electro Dynamic 

EMU Electrical Multiple Unit 

EP Electro Pneumatic 

HWTL Hard Wired Train Line 

LTC Line and Traction Converter 

LTCU Line and Traction Converter Computer 

LIC Line Inverter Computer 

MAE Medha AC-EMU 

MC Motor Coach 

MCU Main Control Unit 

MU Multiple Unit 

MVB Multifunction Vehicle Bus 

NDE Non Driving End 

NDTC Non Driving Trailer Coach 

PCC Passenger comfort computer 

RDM Rescue Drive Mode 

TC Trailer Coach 

TCN Train communication network 

TE Tractive Effort 

TIC Traction Inverter Computer 

TM Traction Motor 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

WTB Wire train bus 

LCM Line converter module 

ACM Auxiliary converter module 

 


